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Greetings from the Trayn’d Bandes of London, a federation of living history groups for 

 the period 1585-1645, distinguished by their pursuit of both civilian and military activities, cultivation of first-
person interpretation, and fanatical devotion to historically accurate mayhem. 

The constituent groups are Gardener’s Companie (centered in Virginia-Maryland), the Tabard Inn Society 
(centered in Ontario), and the Westminster Trayn’d Bandes (centered in Texas). 
The FDBQ at present time is published bi-annually by Gardiner’s Companie. 

_________________________________________________________________________ 
 

CALENDAR  
 
October 5-8 St. Mary’s Grand Muster: POC Greg Glewwe, 301-698-1269; 
glewweg@comcast.net (Other Event) 
 
October 6-7 Military Thru Time:  11th annual event; members of the Companie will display 
early Jamestown. POC Jeff Morgan, jeffum2000@yahoo.com; or Kirk Gisiner,  
kirk@delaflamme.org (Other Event) 
 
November 22-24 - Foods and Feasts: Jamestown, VA; Butchering, larding, and cooking 
demonstrations are highlighted. Military demonstrations are scheduled. Put all your James Fort 
training to work! POC Sandy Toscano; 410-569-9078; jimandsandytoscano@comcast.net and 
Laura & Robert Mellin 301-617-0843; elsworthy@netzero.net (Other Event) 
 
2008 
 
January 19 - YULE: The Barn in Abingdon; Fourth Annual Elizabethan Dinner accompanied 
by gaming, Father Christmas, and spontaneous frolicking. POC Diane Glewwe; 301-698-1269; 
noblewoodarts@comcast.net (Major Event). 
 
March 1-2: Lynnfield Event Complex, Frederick, MD. POC Diane & Greg Glewwe, 301-698-
1269; glewweg@comcast.net; noblewoodarts@comcast.net See flier in this issue (Other Event).

Event Type Descriptions: 
 
Major Events: These are the most important ones in the calendar and everyone is strongly encouraged to try to make it to as 
many of these as they reasonably can. They tend to be at our highest level of authenticity with a goodly amount of persona 
play. 
 
Minor Events: These are smaller events which people are encouraged to attend if they wish. They still tend to be at a high level 
of authenticity, but there may not be quite as much persona play.  
 
SCA Events: These are standard SCA events that some of our members will attend. Our authenticity will often not be at a 
different level, but it does not set the standard for others around us. There tends to be very little persona play, except at 
Pennsic. 
 
Other Events: These are events that tend to be outside our normal timeframe, have good shopping opportunities, or don't really 
fit into any other category but may be of interest to the group. Workshop Events: These are events that are intended to 
accomplish a goal, always done in modern attire. These are intended for members first, and others if room/time permits. 
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Period Costume by Stewart Peachey 
May 14, 2007 

By Katherine Sharpe (m.k.a. Diane Glewwe) 
 
 A late departure can pay off as a few members of the Companie straggle out of 
Jamestown Settlement for one last visit on the Monday morning after the Anniversary weekend 
only to receive an invite to attend a costume presentation by Stewart Peachey, writer, historian 
and living history interpreter. 
 Please note this information focuses on the working class to lower classes. The copy 
comes from my rapidly written notes and I would like to apologize for any information that may 
be loose or deficient; a lot of information was given during the hour allowed. Mr. Peachey’s 
studies focus on the lower, working class and as middle class Londoners, we can afford some 
luxury and have access to things available in a cosmopolitan setting. Any corrections or 
comments are welcome. 
 
The lower working class wore three basic wool fabrics for their clothing: 
 Kersey 
 Frieze 
 Russet 
 
Hardwick Sheep produced coarse, rough, hairy wool; North/West England. 
Southeast England produced white, soft wool that was widely commercially used. (Don’t recall 
or have recorded if any breed was mentioned.) 
 
If “cotton” is referred to in period text, it is 100% wool of a particular finish.  
 
Mr. Peachey passed around a doublet that was made of Kersey, which is very coarse and hairy 
wool; it was lined with Frieze which is soft, open weave type wool. 
 
The main differences between urban and rural wools are the colors.  
  
 Urban fabrics were dyed and some colorful. 
 
 Rural wools were various shades of grey. Wools were usually left natural in color for this 
 class of people. Among the Mary Rose finds, the majority of fabrics were browns and 
 grays. 
 
In period seams of a garment will wear white before fading occurs in the rest if the garment. 
Modern, commercially dyed fabric/wool does not wear in the same manner; today the natural 
over-all fading of a garment is normal. 
 
Weld was a very common plant for dying yellow. 
Most colors were over dyed; Green = Yellow + Woad 
 
Russet is summer weight wool that is suitable for skirts and doublets. Any natural color from a 
blue to a range of black would have been common; not restricted to brown. 
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In Mr. Peachey’s studies he found that black was the most common color. This dye was made 
from oak galls. The highest quality of black was made by over dying red, blue, and black. 
 
Red came next in most common colors. In studying clothing, of 34 references to petticoats, 29 
were red. Stamel was a common color description; Stamel = cochineal + madder. (See “For 
What It’s Worth” below.) 
 
Next, blue was most common. It was associated with servant’s colors. 
 
Brown, natural or dyed, is the fifth most common color.   
. 
There is a purple being made from archil (a lichen); not common. 
 
A sample of a wide-brimmed style Monmouth cap was passed 
around. It is completely double-knitted and has a brim that is 
approximately 3” wide; no button; commonly seen in period 
woodcuts. His hat, which was passed around, is a reproduction of a 
cap in The State Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg, Russia; 
Sailor’s costume of Peter I; first quarter of the 18th c. (Pictured on 
the right (http://www.hermitagemuseum.org/html_En/index.html). 
  
Broadcloth is categorized under the more expensive fabrics such as silk. 
 
Fustian was very common. It’s a stout but respectable cloth with a cotton weft and a linen warp. 
 
Like wool, there are different grades of linen – The best is flax followed by hemp, lock, and 
crude. Crude linen is the worse and is made from the “dump” during production. It was 
commonly used for curtains. 
 
Basic dress for women: 
 
Smock (Shift); long, open front; long enough to accommodate nursing mothers.  
 
It was noted: clothes were not hung to dry; they were laid out on bushes (boxwoods were 
mentioned). 
 
Petticoat: Every sample found in Mr. Peachey’s studies was made of wool. The petticoat had a 
tube shaped bodice, referred to as an overbody, which came up to the “nipple line” with shoulder 
straps to which a skirt was attached. The overbody or bodice would have been laced down the 
front to fasten and the skirt, though attached, is believed not to be attached on one side from the 
middle to the side to allow putting on.  
 
Peachey stated that “pairs of bodies” were found in the inventories of young unmarried women. 
 
Women wore waistcoats or doublets and gowns for cold weather wear. Cloaks were rare for 
women. 
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There were three types of aprons that women would have in their wardrobe. Working (?), 
everyday, and “holiday”. The holiday apron would be made of the very best fabric and worn for 
show; such as attending church. (Can’t recall what he said about the first two aprons.) 
 
Women wore hats and coifs with a crest cloth. (Can I interpret as a forehead cloth? He said if 
you saw cloth worn around the woman’s head and it looked like a point stuck out at the end on 
her head, it was the a crest cloth you saw. ) 
 
Basic dress for Men: 
 
Shirt 
 
Breeches; commonly found made of the following, in order, russet (wool), leather and frieze. 
 
Doublet; of 23 doublets studied or inventoried 3 out of 23 were “worsted”. Others made of sack 
cloth, leather, and fustian. “Woolen” is a loose weave while worsted is a tighter weave. 
 
Coats and cloaks: for warmth against the elements. 
 
A question was asked what cassocks were made of and it was said they were almost always 
made of wool because of their utilitarian use. 
 
Jerkin – leather. 
 
Headwear – it was more common than not to wear a hat. Most engravings or woodcuts show 
men bare-headed unless they are outdoors. Monmouth and linen caps are the common hats. It 
was noted that women wore their hair loose more often that it was originally believed.  
 

FOR WHAT IT’S WORTH... 
 
Excerpt taken from: A Preliminary Survey of 16th Century English Literary References to 
Knitting; by Lady Kateryn Rous (Marybeth Lavrakas); http://sca.livingpast.com/knit.html#7 
 
“. . .while Richard Haklyut published a reference to "Deep caps for mariners, colored in stamel, 
whereof if ample vent ay be found, it would turn to an infinite commodity of the common poor 
people by knitting." 
 
Stamel is usually used to reference a particular type of woolen cloth, and sometimes the garment 
made from it. It was typically dyed red. As the rest of the sentence makes clear that knitted caps 
are to be sent, the reference to stamel here may refer to its particular shade of red. 
 
Orchilla: From Wikipedia 
 
Orchilla may refer to: 
 
● La Orchila, a Venezuelan island in the West Indies 
● a red or violet dye made from various lichens 
● the lichen that yields the dye, also called archil 
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Drill. . . 
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Drill. . . 

. . .and more Drill! 
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Laundry. . . 

And more laundry! 

Jack Wright – we 
hooked him! 

Sandy playing 
 with the clay oven. 
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Thanks to all the people who took 
photos during the Queen’s visit and 

the Anniversary weekend and 
shared their photos with the 

Company. Special thanks to Vic, 
Jen, and Wendy. 

Does this sword make my but look big? 

The Monday 
morning after; Kip, 
Roland, and Cindy 
(Fort Supervisor). 

Alan - back to 
the 21st century. 

Does this sword make my 
butt look big? 
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Jamestown Settlement - May 4, 2007 

 

Trivia 
 
Sturgeon was a major export from Jamestown in the early 1600’s. The English enjoyed 
this fish very much, thus contributing to its demand. Since 1967 the shortnose sturgeon 
was listed as endangered and thought to be nonexistence in the Potomac River. 
According to the May/June 2007 issue of Zoogoer, published by Friends of the National 
Zoo, two egg-laden females were caught by biologists who have been monitoring the 
Potomac since April 2006. Mayhap, sturgeon could be had one Yule? 
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DOG BREEDS 

It is a poor dog that’s not worth whistling for. 
                                                                     -mid 16th c 

Beagle 

The dogs used for hare hunting in England in the 14th century were likely a type of breed that we 
know as the beagle today. It is believed that the name "beagle" is derived from a French word 
that means "open throat," and which may reference the distinctive bay of the beagle. Others 
suggest that "beagle" comes from the Old English or Celtic word meaning "small." The actual 

name "beagle" was used beginning in 1475, and 
beginning with the 16th century, "beagle" was used 
many times in writings. The origin of the beagle 
breed, however, is not well documented. History 
suggests that the basis of the breed may have come 
from the pack hounds used in England before 
Roman times. Some experts suggest that the beagle 
was derived from crossing the Harrier with other 
English hounds.  

This very ancient English breed was mentioned in 
the third century by the Scottish bard Ossian. 
Beagles were highly favored under the reigns of 
King Henry VIII and Queen Elizabeth I. At that 
time, three varieties were described: the Southern 
Beagle, the largest (45 inches in tall, white and 
black coat); the Northern Beagle, of medium size; 
and the Small Beagle, less than 35 inches tall, 
including the Elizabeth Beagle (under 20 inches 
tall), also known as the "Singing Beagle" because 
of his melodious voice. 

 
The Maltese 
 
The Maltese descends from one of the most ancient dog breeds to be 
found in recorded history. It has been estimated that the breed 
originated around 6,000 B.C., or 8,000 years ago.  
 
The Maltese emerged untarnished from the Dark Ages and continued 
to be recorded as the dog prized by the upper class, aristocrats, 
statespersons and royalty. The Maltese was even believed to possess 
medicinal powers of healing--the ailing would place the dog on their stomach or chest for 
comfort. Because of this practice, and the dogs warm, affectionate nature and small size, which 
made it easy to hold in ones arms or lap, the Maltese became known as the "Comforter." The dog 
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was particularly popular in England during Elizabethan times (the late 
16th century). Two notable owners of Maltese in those times were 
Queen Elizabeth I and Mary Queen of Scots. Right: Detail of Miniature 
by Nicolas Hilliard of Sir Christopher Hatton; 1558-1591. Victoria and 
Albert Museum. 
 
 
King Charles Spaniel 

As the number one toy dog breed in England, the 
Cavalier King Charles Spaniel was originally 
bred as a companion dog. This breed has lived 
with royalty since the 16th century. Esteemed 
owners include Queen Elizabeth I and King 
Charles II, for which the breed was named.  

Painting at left: Titian, 1542; Portrait of Clarissa 
Strozzi. 

Labrador Retriever 

The Labrador is believed to have originated on the island of Newfoundland, now part of the 
province of Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada. English fishermen immigrated to this area and 
it is believed the early retriever breeds came with them. The breed is not indigenous to the 
Newfoundland area nor is there evidence they accompanied early Inuit settlers. It is thought to 
have descended over time from the St. John's Water Dog (no longer in existence), a crossbreed 
of native water dogs and the Newfoundland dog (to which the Labrador is closely related), 
through ad-hoc breeding by settlers in the mid to late 15th century. 

The name Labrador was given to this dog by the Earl of Malmesbury and other breeders in 
England in order to differentiate them from the Newfoundland dog. The Labrador Retriever was 

originally called the lesser Newfoundland or the St. 
John's dog. Other origins suggested for the name 
include the Spanish or Portuguese word for 
rural/agricultural workers, Portuguese herding and 
guard dogs bear a "striking resemblance" to 
Labradors. 

The original forbearers of the St. John's have 
variously been suggested to be crossbreeds of the 
black St. Hubert's hound from France, working 
water dogs from Portugal, old European pointer 
breeds and dogs belonging to the indigenous 
peoples of the area. 

Detail: Mid-16h century stained glass; Tobias and the Angel; Victoria and Albert Museum, 
London. 
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Greyhound 

The Greyhound covers a span of over 4000 years, but nearly became extinct during times of 
famine in the Middle Ages. They were saved by clergymen who protected and bred them for 
nobility. Geoffrey Chaucer's 14th century The Canterbury Tale marks the greyhound as the first 
breed of dog mentioned in English literature wherein the monk has spent great sums on his 
greyhounds. In the late 1500s, The Forest Laws were abolished by Queen Elizabeth I, who later 
initiated the first formal rules of greyhound coursing (the pursuit of hares), thus officially 
inaugurating the "Sport of Queens". Coursing races, with dogs chasing live rabbits, became 
popular. Queen Elizabeth I of England (1533-1603) had Thomas, Duke of Norfolk; draw up rules 
judging competitive coursing. Rules for coursing have been published in a sixteenth century 
book by Gervase Markham, Renaissance Rules of Coursing. 

->------ 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Detail from The Lute Player, c. 1612/1620; Orazio Gentilesch 
(1563-1639); National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C. 

 
 
 

©2007 FDBQ; Submitting authors and artists retain rights of their works. 
This newsletter is for educational purposes and an informational resource for subscribers. 

 Reproductions are not allowed without permission. 
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